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Learning Purpose with Aligned Structures:
1. Analyzing a Early Childhood Teacher PreConference Process
The Framework for Teaching’s Six High Impact Clusters
GB p. 3
Plan~Teach~Reflect~Apply Professional Growth Cycle
GB p. 4
BIG 5 Priorities of Pre-Conference Conversations GB p. 5
Deconstructing a Planning Conference GB p. 6-7

2. Focusing on Learning Environmental
Walkthroughs

Classroom Structure Overview: Environmental Components Quick Notes GB p. 8

3. Investigate user-friendly professional learning modules and resources
contained in an open-source early learning website
Early Learning Video Roadmap GB p. 9
Early Learning Video PLAY List and Aligned Supports GB p. 10-13

Professional Learning
Intentions:
Considering your professional interests
for this topic, determine 1 to 2 priorities
for your learning during this session?
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Cluster #2 Focus:
Cluster #1 Focus:
Clarity of Instructional
Purpose & Accuracy of
Content
(1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, 1f / 3a, 3b, 3c)

Safe, Respectful, Supportive
and Challenging Learning
Environment
(2a, 2b)

Cluster #3 Focus:
Classroom Management
(2c, 2d, 2e)

The Danielson
Framework
for Teaching
The Framework
for Teaching’s
Six High
Impact Clusters…

Cluster #4 Focus:
Cluster #6 Focus:
Professionalism
(1d, 4d, 4e, 4f)

Student Intellectual
Engagement
(1e, 2b, 3a, 3b, 3c)

Cluster #5 Focus:
Successful Learning by All
Students
(1b, 1d, 1f, 3d, 3e, 4a, 4b, 4c)
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BIG 5 Priorities of Pre-Conference Conversations
FIRST, “Why is this lesson important to your students?”, connects to the importance of
planning intentionally for student interest and engagement (1b; 2a/2b).
Begin by inviting the teacher to talk about how the needs/interests of the different students in the class
have been considered in the learning process.
 How is this lesson (unit) building on students’ backgrounds, knowledge, and experience?
 What are some things about your students’ readiness (social skills, routines, self-management) that
are influencing your lesson (unit) design?
 What are some special areas/student needs you that are driving adaptations in this lesson?
 What are some issues you anticipate might influence student learning?

SECOND, “What will Ss learn?”, clarifies the purpose of student learning and context of the
lesson (1c/1a; 3a)

Continue by encouraging the teacher to talk about the learning priorities of this lesson and how it fits into
the core curriculum. Explore the lesson/unit’s learning outcomes and prior learning that has led up to it.
 What idea, topic, or vocabulary is MOST important for students to learn and understand so that
they can achieve the learning outcome of this lesson/unit?
 What will the students need to do to show they understand the learning outcome?
 What are the key learning criteria that will guide your thinking throughout the lesson? How will
you share this learning criteria with students so that they will know what learning looks like?

THIRD, “How will Ss know if they are being successful in their learning?”, determines
evidence of student learning success (1f; 3d)

Inquire about the teacher’s expectations for students’ learning and how they will assess during the lesson.
 What will the students be able to do when they have finished this lesson?
 What kinds of assessments will you use to determine student success throughout this lesson/unit?
 What formative checks might help adjust instruction while you are teaching?
 In what ways are students assessing their own learning?

FOURTH, “What are ESSENTIAL activities for learning? What resources will enhance these
learning activities?”, considers the impact of the design of the instructional activities and
resources that anchor the structure of the lesson/unit (1e/1d; 2c/2d/2e; 3b/3c).

Ask the teacher to talk about the instructional steps of the lesson (whole group, small group, & independent
learning experiences). Also link professional learning to instruction and resource priorities.
 What instructional data supports your organization and sequence of student learning activities?
How do this activities support the learning outcome(s)?
 How do the elements of the lesson planning process (i.e., instructional and student learning
resources, student groupings, pacing, use of technology, classroom management priorities)
ensure high engagement for different student populations in your class?
 As you anticipate teaching this lesson, what are some points where students might struggle?
How will you address these struggles?
 How is the lesson/unit scaffolded or differentiated to address diverse learning needs?
 How has professional learning opportunities supported your instructional decision-making?

FIFTH, “How can I support your learning during this observation?”, focuses the observer’s
data collection so that the observation can support teaching/student learning next steps.
Confirm teaching/student learning priorities and aligned data to be collected during the observation.
 What are you curious about regarding your student learning progress during the lesson?
 What specific data might support later conversation and reflection?
 What are student-learning actions that you want me to “look-n-listen for” during the lesson?
 As a result of this conversation, what are some next steps you are considering for your work?
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BIG 5 Priorities of Pre-Conference Conversations
Teaching Clarity
Components
#1 Connect to
importance of
student learning

What do I know about the planning
practices & priorities?

What questions/suggestions/ wonderments
might extend teacher’s thinking?

(1b; 2a/2b)
Guiding Question: “Why
is this lesson important to
your students?”

#2 Clarify the

purpose of student
learning and
context of the
lesson (1c/1a; 3a)
Guiding Question:
“What will the students
learn?”

#3 Determine
evidence of student
learning success
(1f; 3d)
Guiding Question: “How
will the students know if
they are being successful
in their learning?”
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Teaching Clarity
Components
#4 Describe the
design of
unit/lesson,
including teaching
strategies and
resources

What do I know about the planning
practices & priorities?

What questions/suggestions/ wonderments
might extend teacher’s thinking?

(1e/1d; 2c/2d/2e;
3b/3c)
Guiding Question:
“What are the
ESSENTIAL activities for
learning? What resources
will enhance these
learning activities?”

#5 Focuses the
observer’s data
collection in
support of
teaching/student
learning
(Domains 2 & 3)
Guiding Question: “How
can I support your
learning during this
observation?”
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Classroom Structure Overview: Environmental Components (Adapted from ECERS-3)
Complete Quick Notes: What environmental components have been developed and organized by the teacher and/or
students to create capacity for social-emotional and cognitive learning within the classroom setting?

Possible Environmental Components

QUICK NOTES:

Space & Furnishings:








Indoor space
Furnishings for care, play, and learning
Room arrangement for play and
learning
Space for privacy
Child-related display
Space for gross motor play
Gross motor equipment

Personal Care Routines:





Meals/snacks
Toileting/diapering
Health practices
Safety practices

Language and Literacy:






Helping children expand vocabulary
Encouraging children to use language
Staff use of books with children
Encouraging children’s use of books
Becoming familiar with print

Learning Activities:












Fine motor
Art
Music/movement
Blocks
Dramatic play
Nature/science
Math materials & activities
Math in daily events
Understanding written numbers
Promoting acceptance of diversity
Appropriate use of technology

Interaction:






Supervision of gross motor
Individualized teaching and learning
Staff-child interaction
Peer interaction
Discipline

Program Structure




Transitions and waiting times
Free Play
Whole-group activities for play and
learning
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Early Learning Video Roadmap (“red” Framework for Teaching components indicate areas that showed low inter-rater agreement in research)
Videos/
Participants
Video 1 –
Teacher and
Admin/Coach

FfT Core Focus
Areas/
Planning Design:
1b/1a-1c/1f/1d-1e
(Partial Cluster 1)

Activity/
Interactions/ Time
Planning Conversation

Video 2 Teacher

Environmental
Elements: 2c & 2e

Video 3 –
Teacher and
Students

Culture: 2a, 2b
(Cluster 2)
Management: 2c,
2d, 2e (Cluster 3)

Classroom Structure
Overview
(Environmental Survey
Components)
Classroom Lesson:
Whole Group and
Small Group; Could
include individual
student conversations

Video 4
Teacher and
Family
Video 5 –
Teacher and
Admin/Coach

Video 6 –
Teacher and
Teaching
Team

Instruction: 2b,
3a, 3b, 3c (Cluster
4)
Assessment: 3d,
3e (Partial Cluster
5)
Communication
with Families: 4b,
4c
Reflecting on
Lesson: 4a, 4b
with appropriate
focus areas from
classroom lesson

Classroom Lesson:
Whole Group and
Small Group; Could
include individual
student conversations

Reflecting on
Teaming
Priorities: 4d, 4e,
4f

Team Meeting with
grade level
teachers/Coach may
also join

Timeframe

10-15
minutes

7-10
minutes

60-80
minutes

Family Meetings or
Events
Reflection
Conversation

7-10
minutes

7-10
minutes

Content

Artifacts/ Resources

Introduction to the lesson, Background on the
students (1b), Essential Learning
Targets/Standards (1c/1a), Success Learning
Criteria/Assessment (1f), and
Activities/Groupings/Resources (1e/1d)
Classroom Setup, stations/centers etc.



Teacher to student interactions, student-tostudent interactions (2a), High expectations,
priorities for learning (2b, Classroom
procedures, groupings, pacing (2c), Student
behavior and expectations (2d), Physical
environment (2e)
Teacher directions and learning expectations
(2b/3a), Teacher questions, Student
discussions/activities in whole group, small
group and independent work (3b/3c), Teacher
feedback and assessment with students (3d),
Teacher prompts/adjustments (3e)
Family interaction with Teacher about student
social/emotional and instructional learning
progress (4b and 4c)
Teacher and Admin/Coach reflection on lesson
outcomes for individual students and
classroom as a whole; Focus on learning
“celebrations”, possible learning
“concentrations” with aligned next
steps/aligned resources action plan (4a and
aligned appropriate Framework components)
Teacher and fellow team teachers share
professional learning priorities, co-planning
approach (4d, 4e, 4f and appropriate
Framework planning components)



Cluster 2 and 3 Indicators and
Rubric





Cluster 4 and 5 Indicators and
Rubric
Student work examples
Student assessments




Student Progress Checklists
Student work examples



Lesson Reflection Protocol/
Guiding Reflection Questions
Student work examples
Student progress documentation












Lesson Design Protocol/Guiding
Planning Questions
Lesson Plan/Unit
Activities Resources
Assessment Resources
Environmental Descriptors

Team Planning Protocol/Guiding
Reflection Questions
Team teaching resources
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Early Learning Video PLAY List and Aligned Supports for
Level:
Aligned
Early
Video Notes:
Framework
 What are you noticing about the teaching and learning priorities, both in the adult conversations and in direct work between
Learning
teachers and students? How do the priorities of the leaders and teachers mirror or differ from your practices?
for
Video PLAY
Teaching  What are you noticing about the teacher’s instructional work and the student’s learning work in the classroom? What is
confirming? What is surprising or new? How does the video’s narratives and linked resources support your learning?
List
Supports
(with aligned FFfT
Components)

Classroom
Environment
Walkthrough
Introduction of
Teacher &
Classroom Learning
Structure Protocol
(Environmental
Survey Components)

Planning
Conversation
(1b/1a-1c/ 1f/1d1e/1d)
Introduction to the
lesson, Background
on the students (1b),
Essential Learning
Targets/Standards
(1c/1a), Success
Learning Criteria/
Assessment (1f), and
Activities/
Groupings/
Resources (1e/1d)

(protocols & quick
notes)



What are the big take-aways from the different videos? How might you use these videos to support your own or a colleagues
practice? How might you use these to support professional learning? Who else needs to see these videos?

Learning
Environment
Structure &
Priorities
Quick Notes
(Adapted from
ECERS-R)

Early Learning
Planning
Conversations
Protocol p. 6-8
Framework for
Teaching’s
Cluster 1:
Clarity of
Instructional
Purpose and
Accuracy of
Content Quick
Notes
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Early
Learning
Video PLAY
List
(with aligned FFfT
Components)

Classroom
Culture
(2a and 2b)
Teacher to student
interactions, studentto-student
interactions (2a),
High expectations,
priorities for
learning (2b)

Classroom
Management
(2c, 2d, 2e)
Classroom
procedures,
groupings, pacing
(2c), Student
behavior and
expectations (2d),
Physical
environment (2e)

Aligned
Framework 
for
Teaching 
Supports
(protocols & quick
notes)



Video Notes:
What are you noticing about the teaching and learning priorities, both in the adult conversations and in direct work between
teachers and students? How do the priorities of the leaders and teachers mirror or differ from your practices?
What are you noticing about the teacher’s instructional work and the student’s learning work in the classroom? What is
confirming? What is surprising or new? How does the video’s narratives and linked resources support your learning?
What are the big take-aways from the different videos? How might you use these videos to support your own or a colleagues
practice? How might you use these to support professional learning? Who else needs to see these videos?

Framework for
Teaching
Cluster 2:
Safe,
Respectful,
Supportive,
and
Challenging
Learning
Environment
Quick Notes

Framework for
Teaching
Cluster 3:
Classroom
Management
Quick Notes
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Early
Learning
Video PLAY
List
(with aligned FFfT
Components)

Classroom
Instruction (2b,
3a, 3b, 3c)
Whole Group, Small
Group, &
Independent or
Center Learning;
Could include
individual student
conversations,
Teacher directions
and learning
expectations (2b/3a),
Teacher questions,
Student discussions/
activities in whole
group, (3b/3c)

Classroom
Assessment
(3d, 3e)
Teacher feedback
and assessment with
students (3d),
Teacher
prompts/adjustments
(3e), Student to
Student or
independent
assessment (3d)

Aligned
Framework 
for
Teaching 
Supports
(protocols & quick
notes)



Video Notes:
What are you noticing about the teaching and learning priorities, both in the adult conversations and in direct work between
teachers and students? How do the priorities of the leaders and teachers mirror or differ from your practices?
What are you noticing about the teacher’s instructional work and the student’s learning work in the classroom? What is
confirming? What is surprising or new? How does the video’s narratives and linked resources support your learning?
What are the big take-aways from the different videos? How might you use these videos to support your own or a colleagues
practice? How might you use these to support professional learning? Who else needs to see these videos?

Framework for
Teaching
Cluster 4:
Student
Intellectual
Engagement
Quick Notes

Framework for
Teaching
Cluster 5:
Successful
Learning for
All (partial)
Quick Notes
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Early
Learning
Video PLAY
List
(with aligned FFfT
Components)

Reflection
Conversation
(4a + others)
Teacher and
Admin/Coach
reflection on lesson
outcomes for
individual students
and classroom as a
whole; Focus on
learning
“celebrations”,
possible learning
“concentrations”
with aligned next
steps/aligned
resources action plan

Professionalism
Conversation
(4d, 4e, 4f)

Aligned
Framework 
for
Teaching 
Supports
(protocols & quick
notes)



Video Notes:
What are you noticing about the teaching and learning priorities, both in the adult conversations and in direct work between
teachers and students? How do the priorities of the leaders and teachers mirror or differ from your practices?
What are you noticing about the teacher’s instructional work and the student’s learning work in the classroom? What is
confirming? What is surprising or new? How does the video’s narratives and linked resources support your learning?
What are the big take-aways from the different videos? How might you use these videos to support your own or a colleagues
practice? How might you use these to support professional learning? Who else needs to see these videos?

Early Learning
Reflection
Conversation
Protocol

Framework for
Teaching
Cluster 6: 4d,
4e, 4f Quick
Notes

Teacher and/or
fellow team teachers
share professional
learning priorities,
co-planning
approach (4d, 4e,
4f )and professional
learning priorities
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Additional Notes:
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